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This study examines the effect of adding magnesium (Mg) at C₆₀/rubrene heterointerfaces by using synchrotron-radiation photoemission spectroscopy. The heterointerface was obtained by depositing C₆₀ on a 4-Å Mg/rubrene surface. The photoemission spectra showed that the added Mg preferentially interacts with and transfers negative charges to C₆₀. The interfacial dipole potential was significantly enlarged, as was the separation between the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital of C₆₀ and the highest occupied molecular orbital of rubrene. The results demonstrate that the addition of Mg should be an effective method for improving the efficiency of light- and current-generating devices. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4854815]

Rubrene (C₂₆H₂₈, 5,6,11,12-tetraphenylfullerenylene) is a versatile molecular material suitable for organic electronics applications.¹⁻⁵ A recent unexpected finding was that the rubrene:C₆₀ heterostructure could be used to produce an organic dual device (ODD), which successfully integrates light- and current-generation functions.³ The solar power conversion efficiency of this device reaches 3%, not yet meeting commercial criteria. Doping is a simple approach to improving organic semiconductor devices, and multiple methods are available for increasing the efficiency of organic devices by incorporating atoms or molecules into them.²,⁶,⁷ However, to find potential additives, the energy-level offsets at heterointerfaces incorporating the dopants must be understood; this is because of the fundamental nature of light- and current-generation processes in organic materials. Therefore, the electronic structures of the corresponding heterointerfaces must be studied.

In this study, magnesium (Mg) was added at the C₆₀/rubrene interface. The heterointerface was obtained by depositing C₆₀ on a 4-Å Mg/rubrene surface. Synchrotron-radiation photoelectron spectra showed that, following C₆₀ deposition, Mg preferentially interacted with C₆₀. A strong energy shift of the vacuum level indicated the formation of an interfacial dipole layer caused by the negative charge transferred from Mg to C₆₀. A significant enhancement of the interfacial dipole potential and an increase in the separation between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of rubrene and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of C₆₀ revealed that the addition of Mg has a large possibility to improve ODD performance.

Synchrotron-radiation photoemission experiments were performed at the National Synchrotron Radiation Research Center (NSRRC), Taiwan. Photoelectrons were collected with a 125-mm hemispherical analyzer (OMICRON Vakuumphysik GmbH) in a UHV chamber. The total energy resolution was 100 meV for the valence-band spectra with a photon energy of 82 eV. All energies were calibrated with a gold mounted on the sample holder. The base pressure was less than 3.0 × 10⁻¹⁰ Torr, and the pressure was maintained at less than 3.0 × 10⁻¹² Torr for all evaporations. An n-type, mirror-polished, Si(001) single crystal (ρ = 1–10 Ω cm, P) was annealed in a stepwise manner to 1200 °C in the chamber to remove the protected oxide layers; this resulted in the surface appearing free from residual impurities. The rubrene sample was prepared by vacuum deposition of thoroughly degassed rubrene (99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich) from a Knudsen cell at 115 °C on a clean Si(001) surface. The thickness of the rubrene film was controlled at approximately 60 Å, which is sufficiently thin to avoid charging, and yet thick enough to suppress emissions from the silicon substrate. The Mg was deposited sequentially in situ from a Mo crucible, and then thoroughly degassed C₆₀ was deposited from a boron nitride (BN) crucible onto the Mg/rubrene surface held at room temperature. The extent of coverage was determined using a quartz oscillator monitor, and a monolayer (ML) of C₆₀ was estimated to be 10 Å thick (outer diameter).

The evolution of the Mg 2p core-level spectra of a 4-Å Mg/rubrene film with varying coverage of C₆₀ molecules is shown in Fig. 1(a), where the photoelectron intensities are normalized by their individual background heights. All binding energies (BEs) are referenced relative to the Fermi level of Au, EF. Each curve is denoted with the corresponding C₆₀ deposition energy (BE) is referenced relative to the Fermi level of Au, EF. Each curve is denoted with the corresponding C₆₀ deposition time. The spectrum corresponding to 0 ML is for the 4-Å Mg/rubrene film, which consists of one sharp component, P, at a BE of 49.56 eV, and a large broad component, P₂, at 51.22 eV BE. As shown in Fig. 1(b), by comparing this spectrum with that of a pure Mg film, we could identify that the peak P comes from the non-reacting Mg cluster. Peak P₂ was therefore assigned to the emission from Mg reacting with the rubrene. The BE of P₂ is higher than that of the neutral component P by 1.66 eV, indicating that negative charges are transferred from Mg to the rubrene.

After C₆₀ deposition, the broad peak shifted toward the lower BE, and P decreased concomitantly. With increasing...
C_{60} coverage, P diminished gradually until disappearing at $\theta_{\text{C60}} = 1.2$ ML. At 1.9 ML, only one broad peak was observed, and when the C_{60} coverage reached 6.7 ML, no Mg 2p signal was present. To learn more about the broad peak, we fit the Mg 2p spectra using a least squared fitting method with Voigt functions, and present representative results of 0 ML, 0.6 ML, and 1.9 ML in Fig. 1(c). A singularity index (Doniach-Sunjic line shape) of 0.13 was used for the Mg-cluster component P. To obtain a consistent position for each component in all coverage levels, a third component P_F had to be included in the model function at the sub-monolayer level. Therefore, the BEs obtained for P, P_F, and P_R are 49.55 $\pm$ 0.02, 50.57 $\pm$ 0.07, and 51.16 $\pm$ 0.06 eV, respectively. We observed a Lorentzian width of 0.028 $\pm$ 0.002 eV (full width at half maximum, FWHM), in good agreement with the 0.03 eV width obtained from a Mg film on a Si(001) surface.\(^8\) The spin-orbit splitting and branching ratio are 0.29 $\pm$ 0.02 eV and 0.56 $\pm$ 0.04, respectively. As Fig. 1(c) shows, C_{60} deposition generated a new component P_F and simultaneously degraded the components P and P_R. With increasing C_{60} coverage, the intensity of P_F increased, whereas those of P and P_R decreased. At 1.9 ML, only the P_F peak existed, suggesting that P_F originated from the Mg interacting with the C_{60}. The reduction of not only P but also P_R at the sub-monolayer level indicates that Mg is attracted to C_{60} more than to rubrene, one reason for which could be the higher electron affinity of C_{60} than that of rubrene.\(^9\) The P_F peak appeared on the higher-BE side of the P peak, which indicates that the Mg atoms that contribute to P_F must have more positive charges than those that contribute to the neutral component P. The negative charges lost by Mg can go nowhere but to C_{60}.

Valence-band spectra with the same coverage levels as in Fig. 1(a) are shown in Fig. 2. The right-hand panel in the figure shows a magnification of the spectra in the vicinity of E_F. The left-hand panel presents the low-energy cutoff. Each curve is denoted with $\theta_{\text{C60}}$, as well as with the change in the low-energy cutoff, $\Delta E_c$, in eV. The bottommost curve, obtained with a thick rubrene film, reveals sharp molecular features that are in good agreement with previous photoemission results of rubrene films.\(^1\) The H_R, A, and C peaks are characteristic of the tetracene-like backbone, whereas peak B and the remainder of the spectrum at a higher BE are dominated by the contributions from phenyl groups.\(^1\)

As shown in Fig. 2, after the addition of Mg atoms, the spectrum clearly shifts to a higher BE, which results from the movement of E_F toward the LUMO-derived band of rubrene because of the transfer of negative charge from Mg to the rubrene. The H_R, A, and C are smeared, whereas the shapes of the other features resemble those in pure rubrene, indicating that the added Mg mostly adsorbs on the backbone and has little effect on the electronic structure of the phenyl groups.

The deposition of C_{60} on the Mg/rubrene film immediately reversed the spectrum movement toward a lower BE. This result indicates that the negative charges formerly transferred from the Mg to the rubrene reduce leading to the shift of E_F away from the LUMO of rubrene, consistent with the reduction of the component P_R in Figs. 1(a) and 1(c). With increasing C_{60} coverage, the C_{60}-derived features gradually replace the states originating from rubrene, and when the coverage reaches 4.0 ML, the spectrum is dominated by the C_{60}-related molecular orbital. At 9.5 ML, the HOMO of C_{60} labeled H_F and located at a BE of approximately 2 eV, is typical for bulk fullerene.\(^1\) At less than 9.5 ML coverage, the C_{60}-related features appear at higher BE than those in bulk fullerene, further confirming that C_{60} molecules contact Mg atoms with negative charges. Furthermore, the large $\Delta E_c$ across the C_{60}/Mg-rubrene heterointerface demonstrates the formation of an interfacial dipole layer due to the charge transfer.

To understand the effect of Mg addition on C_{60}/rubrene heterojunctions, we selected the 2.9-ML coverage of C_{60} to plot an interfacial energy-level diagram shown in Fig. 3(a). For comparison, in Fig. 3(b), we plot the energy-level diagram for the 2.9-ML C_{60}/rubrene interface without Mg. Both diagrams were derived from the photoemission data shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), respectively. Because the energy-level alignment at organic/organic interface depends critically on the substrate,\(^17\) the experiment of C_{60}/rubrene without Mg were also performed with Si(001) as substrate. The LUMO
FIG. 2. Valence-band spectra recorded with a photon energy of 82 eV for C$_{60}$ on a 4-Å Mg/rubrene surface. The right-hand panel shows a magnification of the spectra in the vicinity of the Fermi level, $E_F$. The left-hand panel is the low-energy cutoff. Each curve is denoted with the C$_{60}$ thickness, $\theta_{C_{60}}$, in ML, as well as with the change in the low-energy cutoff, $\Delta E_c$, in eV.

FIG. 3. The interfacial energy diagram for 2.9-ML C$_{60}$/rubrene heterojunctions, (a) with Mg, and (b) without Mg, derived from the corresponding photoemission data shown in (c) and (d).
energies of rubrene and C60 were determined from the energy gap to be approximately 2.67 and 2.3 eV,\textsuperscript{18,19} respectively, and the energy differences were measured from the onset of the peak. The ionization potential (IP) of the film was determined using the equation IP = \( \frac{h\nu}{e} - W \), where W is the energy difference between the onset of HOMO and the low-energy cutoff. The IPs of 5.40 and 6.42 eV for rubrene and C60, respectively, in Fig. 3(a), agree with those of pristine materials.

The addition of Mg clearly induced critical changes at the C60/rubrene. First, the IPs of both, rubrene and C60, in Fig. 3(a) are smaller than in Fig. 3(b) by around 0.2 eV. The discrepancy in IP is attributed to the interaction with Mg. This finding further confirms that, following C60 deposition, the Mg atoms, original on the rubrene film, interact with C60. Second, the interfacial dipole potential increases significantly, by nearly 0.64 eV, due to the charge transfer at the interface. The direction of the interfacial dipole pointing to the rubrene side is expected to decrease the built-in potential, \( V_{bi} \). Because rubrene and C60 serve as the hole transport layer and electron transport layer, respectively, for the light-generation application, the increase of the dipole potential would favor a decrease in the electroluminescence turn-on voltage. Third, a marked increase of almost 0.62 eV was observed in the separation between the LUMO of C60 and the HOMO of rubrene. In an organic \( p-n \) junction, the optimum value of an open circuit voltage, \( V_{OC} \), is generally expected to be the energy level difference between the LUMO of the acceptor and the HOMO of the donor.\textsuperscript{20} Thus, the addition of Mg at the C60/rubrene heterointerface has a high probability of increasing \( V_{OC} \) and thereby enhancing the efficiency of photovoltaic cells.

We further investigated the dependence of the expected optimum \( V_{OC} \), denoted as \( V_{OC_{OPT}} \), on the interfacial dipole potential. \( V_{OC_{OPT}} \) and the dipole potential are presented as functions of C60 coverage in Fig. 4. The separation of the LUMOs, \( \Delta E_{ELUMOs} \), between rubrene and C60 was also plotted to examine the capacity of photoexcitons to dissociate. As shown in Fig. 4, with the addition of Mg, \( V_{OC_{OPT}} \) enhances by 0.28 eV at least. Variation in \( V_{OC_{OPT}} \) strongly correlates with changes in the interfacial dipole, increasing with the dipole potential, and both approach a saturation of above 6.7 ML. Thus, \( V_{OC_{OPT}} \) improves with an increase of the interfacial dipole moment, which can benefit the development of light- and current-generating ODDs.

The interfacial dipole raises C60 energy levels and enhances \( V_{OC_{OPT}} \) but also simultaneously reduces \( \Delta E_{ELUMOs} \). The dissociation of photoexcitons at the donor/acceptor interface must be mediated by a drop in the LUMO potential between the donor and the acceptor, and \( \Delta E_{ELUMOs} \), with moderate values is required to prevent photoexcitons from recombining. As shown in Fig. 4, \( \Delta E_{ELUMOs} \) decrease with increasing dipole potential. After 6.7 ML, the variation becomes small. At 9.5 ML, a saturation value of almost 0.34 eV is attained for \( \Delta E_{ELUMOs} \), a value that should be high enough to provide a barrier against photoexciton recombination.

In summary, we studied the interfacial electronic structure of C60 on a 4-Å Mg/rubrene surface. The photoelectron spectra showed that Mg prefers to interact with C60 than with rubrene. Negative charge transferred from Mg to C60 enhances the interfacial dipole potential, leading to an increase in the separation between the HOMO of rubrene and the LUMO of C60. This modification of interfacial properties results in a decrease in \( V_{bi} \) and an increase in \( V_{OC_{OPT}} \), demonstrating that the addition of Mg should be an effective method for improving the efficiency of light- and current-generating ODDs.
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